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Quick Installation - NetWare
Requirements
§ NetWare 3.1x ,  4.1x or 5.x server
§ 150 MB of free space - preferably on Volume SYS
§ 2 MB RAM for FaxWare’s exclusive use

Installation Procedure - From a Workstation
§ Map a drive to the SYS volume of your intended FaxWare server, and make sure that you are logged in with full

supervisor or admin rights.

§ Insert the CD-ROM and execute INSTALL.BAT.

§ Choose “Select Target Server” and choose the server on which to install FaxWare.

§ Choose “Install” and follow the on-screen instructions.

§ When prompted to choose a modem, select your modem from the list of supported devices.

§ If you have a class 2 or 2.0 faxmodem that is not on the list, choose the “Generic” class 2 or 2.0 modem from the

bottom of the list.

§ Note: FaxWare does not support Class 1 fax modems!

Configuration

Configuration - NetWare 4.1x

§ To load FaxWare on a NetWare 4.1x server, at the system console, type: DVNDS.NCF.

§ When prompted for a user name and password, enter the ADMIN user and password.  It is important to type the

full NDS name and context of the admin account (e.g. ADMIN.TOBIT).

§ Enter the license number from the credit card (included in the box).

§ Make sure that you set up the system (Configuration à System), and add some users (Configuration à Users).

Press F1 at any time for help.

§ Load the transport layer at any time by typing “TLD001.NCF” at the system console.
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Configuration - NetWare 3.1x

§ To load FaxWare on a NetWare 3.1x server, at the system console, type: DAVID.NCF.

§ Enter the license number from the credit card (included in the box).

§ Make sure that you set up the system (Configuration à System), and add some users (Configuration à Users).

Press F1 at any time for help.

§ Load the transport layer at any time by typing “TLD001.NCF” at the system console.

Install the Windows 3.x/95/98/NT Client

§ Run SETUP.EXE from the SYS:DAVID\CLIENTS.

Install the Special Windows NT Printer driver

§ Run SETUP.EXE from the SYS:DAVID\CLIENTS\windows\winnt\xxx directory.
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Quick Installation - NT
Requirements
§ NT Server 4.0 (Service Pack 3)
§ 150 MB of free space on a NTFS Partition
§ 48 MB RAM
§ Pentium 166 Mhz

Installation Procedure - From the Server
§ Login as administrator

§ Insert the CD-ROM and choose “Windows NT Server”

§ Choose “English” and follow the on-screen instructions

§ When prompted to choose a modem, select your modem from the list of supported devices.  If you have a class 2

or 2.0 faxmodem that is not on the list, choose the “Generic” class 2 or 2.0 modem from the bottom of the list.

§ Note: FaxWare does not support class 1 fax modems!

Install the Latest Service Pack

§ Download and install the latest Service Pack for FaxWare 5 from: http://www.tobitsoftware.com

Configuration
§ FaxWare can be configured using DVADMIN (Control Panel)

§ Make sure that you set up the system (Configuration à System), and add some users (Configuration à Users).

§ Check that your port is “up” (Monitor à Ports).

Install the Windows 3.x/95/NT Client

§ Make sure that the TCP/IP protocol is configured and functioning on the workstation and the server.

§ Run SETUP.EXE from the \DAVID\CLIENTS directory

Install the Special Windows NT Printer driver

§ Run SETUP.EXE from the SYS:DAVID\CLIENTS\windows\winnt
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FAXWARE 5 - THE BASICS
The aim of this section is to help you understand the architecture of Tobit FAXWARE 5 and to appreciate how each of

the modules interacts with each other.

Objectives
At the end of this section you will be able to:

§ Identify each of the three modules

§ Understand the interactions between modules

§ Understand the requirements for server modules

§ Understand the process of sending a fax

Dual NOS Concept
FaxWare 5 ships with two versions of the same product in one box: NetWare and NT. Although FaxWare runs as an

NLM on NetWare and as a Service on NT, they share much of the same code. As a result, installing, configuring, and

using FaxWare on both platforms is very similar. Much of the contents of this course is common information for both

versions. Wherever possible, we will point differences between the two versions, and not the similarities.
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Architecture and Structure
FaxWare consist of three main layers: The Service Layer, the Transport Layer and the Frontend Layer.  Each of the

layers or modules carries out distinct tasks.

Service Layer

The service layer is essentially the heart of FaxWare.  It is a specially developed 32 bit NetWare Loadable Module

(NLM)/NT Service.

Under NetWare v3.1x the DAVID.NLM is loaded on the server.  In the NDS environment of NetWare DVNDS.NLM is

used instead. And on an NT Server SL.EXE is used.

The service layer manages the FaxWare users, groups, logs and databases. It is configured centrally on the server.

The service layer is responsible for the conversion and scheduling of fax jobs.  In addition, it controls the complex job

management and administration tasks for the transport layer.

Transport Layer

As you would expect this is the module responsible for the transmission of information.  The Transport Layer Driver

(TLD) also runs as an NLM or Service on the server.  It provides the interface between the service layer and the fax
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hardware.  Several TLDs can operate simultaneously on a single file server and each TLD can be using different

hardware: ISDN, FaxBoards, modems etc.  Up to 256 TLDs can run simultaneously on a single server and these TLDs

can be distributed to other servers.

Frontend Layer

The final module is the frontend layer - the user interface.  FaxWare comes as standard with clients for DOS (NetWare

only), Windows 3.x, Windows ’95, and Windows NT. The frontend layer is the connection between the user and the

service layer.  It allows users to send, view, route and interrogate the faxes held on the file server.  The frontend layer

is only available to users in the LAN as it uses special API functions.

Hardware Requirements

System Memory

NETWARE - While it is true that minimal demands are placed on the server and its available resources, primarily RAM,

Tobit recommends that you install at least 2 MB more internal RAM than Novell’s baselines recommendations.

NT - 48 MB RAM Minimum

Processor

NETWARE - FaxWare operates with any processor that can run the NetWare Operating System.  Obviously

performance improves when faster processors are used.  By means of simple CPU Utilisation settings in the service

layer, FaxWare can be easily adapted to your network environment.

NT- Pentium 166Mhz Minimum

Disk Space

As a rule of thumb the amount of free space on the server volume or partition should not be allowed to fall below 50

MB when FaxWare is operating.

FaxWare requires between 80 and 100 MB of storage space to install and operate, depending on the number of

exchange lines.  Typically, you should allocate between 20 and 50 MB of disk space for each continuously operated

port.
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Sending a Fax
Interfaces

The three layers of FaxWare are clearly distinguished.  There are defined interfaces for each of the individual modules.

FaxWare has a very open architecture.  Essentially it performs its task by moving files around its directory structure.

For example, when you send a fax from Windows the FaxWare printer driver strips out any @@ commands and

stores them in an ASCII text file with an extension of .JOB.  The image is converted to a graphical .PCX file and stored

with the same filename but an extension of .001 for the first fax page, .002 for page 2 and so on.

These files are held in the DAVID\APPS\FAXWWARE\OUT\API directory and a third ASCII text file with no extension is

also created here and this is what the service layer regularly searches for.

The service layer now interprets the @@ commands and coverts the images to Group 3 fax format and stores the

image in Modified Huffman format (MH) in the DAVID\ARCHIVE\USER\xxxxxxxx\OUT directory.

The job file has extension .001 for page 1 etc., .0TN or the thumbnail view and .0TX for the associated comment file.

The service layer then creates a TLD.TX file in the appropriate line directory eg. DAVID\TLD\PORT\001.  The TLD polls

each line directory for these.  TX files that contain information on a fax job eg. file name and fax number.  On

completion the TLD reports the status to the service layer, the service layer updates its logs and informs the user via

NetWare broadcast message.
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GETTING STARTED
In this section we look at the steps involved in installing FaxWare.  As with most software products, FaxWare must

use an installation routine as the source files have been compressed.  However specific files can be unpacked and

copied from any of the installation disks by using the TUNPACK.EXE utility.

Objectives
On completion of this section you will be able to:

§ Install FaxWare

§ Understand what .NCF files are created

§ Be able to load the NLMs/Services

§ Understand the directory structure FaxWare creates

Installing FaxWare
Installing FaxWare involves the following steps:

§ CD Installation

§ Loading the Service Layer

§ Loading the Transport Layer

§ Setting up the Frontend Layer

Preparation

FaxWare is a subset of a larger application called “David”. David is a Unified Messaging Server. There are 4 major

components to David: a fax server (FaxWare), a POP3 e-mail server, a voice mail server, and a Web server.

The installation routine for FaxWare and David is identical. The system license number that is provided will “unlock”

the appropriate features of the software.

For the easiest installation ensure that your communication hardware is installed and functioning correctly prior to

installing FaxWare.  If you intend to use analog modems, ensure that you have sufficient free serial interfaces that
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should be equipped with a 16550 UART chip.  If you will be using a DigiBoard, RocketPort or similar intelligent

multiple serial card install this and ensure that all channels initialise correctly.

If you want to use an internal modem make sure that it is operating on its own unique IRQ.  For fax boards and ISDN

cards again ensure that they are configured and operating correctly.

Although it is desirable to have all your communications hardware up and running prior to installation of FaxWare it is

not necessary.  It is very easy to add new and amend existing lines.

NETWARE- Ensure that you have a LOGIN or ATTACH to the target server as SUPERVISOR or ADMIN.  A

special drive mapping (MAP) is not necessary for installation. Installation takes place from a workstation.

NT - Ensure that you are logged in as ADMINISTRATOR on the server. Installation takes place on the NT Server.

NETWARE - It is advisable to take backup copies of the CLIB, AIO and AIOCOMX .NLMs and these can be updated by

the installation routine.  The files are held in the SYS:SYSTEM directory.  FAXWARE 5.11 requires the C Library version

3.12g or higher.  If you update the CLIB.NLM it is possible that it is already in server memory.  Simply unload and then

reload it after installation.  By default the AIO and AIOCOMX .NLMs will be flagged Read-Only by the NOS.  FaxWare

can not overwrite these unless this flag is amended prior to installation.

NT - FaxWare supports NT version 4.0 ONLY. Ensure that NT Service Pack 3 has been applied to the target server.

TIP:  Although NetWare and NT contain drivers for serial boards like the DigiBoard, always use the ones that

ship with the board. More often than not if a DigiBoard fails to initialise its channels correctly the problem can be

linked to outdated drivers.
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The Installation Program

Insert the Program Disk (CD). If the CD does not autostart, run INSTALL.BAT for NetWare, and SETUP.BAT for NT.

Select the NOS and language you wish to use and then you will be presented with the main installation screen.  If you

have several servers on your LAN select the correct target.

The program proceeds to unpack itself and you will be promoted if FaxWare detects existing files on the system.  You

can select whether to overwrite them or not.

Towards the end of the installation, you will need to identify type of communications hardware you will be using and

how it is connected to the server.  You will also be asked to provide basic information about the line eg. its Calling

Station IDentifier (CSID), its operation (Send, Receive, Send & Receive or Inactive) and so on.  All this information can

be changed on-the-fly and at any time from within the service layer.

The Following files are created only on NetWare servers:
.NCF Files

The installation routine copies several NetWare Configuration Files (.NCF) to the SYS:SYSTEM directory.  These files

are NetWare’s equivalent to the DOS batch file.  These files can be easily edited but by default hold the standard

configuration switches2 and paths for the relevant .NLMs.  To run a .NCF simply call the filename only.  There is no

need to prefix the file name with a LOAD command.

AIOCOM.NCF

Calls the AIOCOMX.NLM with parameters to initialise serial interfaces for COM1 through to COM4.

AIOCOM1.NCF

Calls the AIOCOMX.NLM with the parameters to initialise COM1 only.

AIOCOM2.NCF

Calls the AIOCOMX.NLM with the parameters to initialise COM2 only.

DAVID.NCF

Starts the service layer by calling the DAVID.NLM

DVNDS.NCF

Starts the service layer with NDS support
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PCL.NCF

Loads the PCL conversion server

TLD001.NCF

Starts the Transport Layer Driver NLM for the first line.

Loading the Service Layer

NetWare v3.1x

Start the DAVID.NCF file from the server console and the service layer will initialise and load.  During initialisation

FaxWare performs an integrity check to guard against corruption of data.  If the service layer was not unloaded from

within the Service Layer then there is a risk of corruption and this routine is invoked automatically.  The DAVID.NLM

will only support FaxWare’s operation within a bindery environment.

NetWare v4.1x

In order for FaxWare to run in Novell’s NDS environment you must load the DVNDS.NCF file.  The first time this NLM

loads you will be asked to provide FaxWare with a login to the NDS structure.  This login is only used by the NLM on

the server and requires full access to the NDS so that it can maintain users, queues and so on.

Login as .ADMIN or equivalent and provide FaxWare with the full path eg.  .ADMIN.ROOT.  Press enter to move to the

password section and complete accordingly, pressing enter again to confirm the contents.

When both fields are complete press F10 to submit the contents.  If the username and password is valid the service

layer will start.  The next time you start FaxWare with FWNDS you will not be prompted for a login.

If you fail to provide a correct login after three attempts the service layer will start but in bindery not NDS mode.  To

check if FaxWare is running in NDS mode go to INFORMATION --> SERVICE LAYER on the Service Layer and scroll

down to the Running NDS Mode parameter in the DAVID.NLM section.  If the value of this is 0 then you are in bindery

mode, if it is 1 then FaxWare is running in the NDS mode.

NT v4.0

The Service Layer can be started from the “Services” window. The “Services” window can be accessed from Control

Panel.
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Loading the Transport Layer
Load the communication sub-system and/or drivers

In order for the TLD to connect to a communication device you must first of all load any relevant drivers.  For example

you will need to load the driver that controls the ISDN board and make sure that CAPI is loaded.  For Serial boards like

the DigiBoard, you will need to load the serial drivers and so on.

NETWARE - For standard analog modems on a serial port you will need to load Novell’s Asynchronous Input/Output

sub-system.  This allows a file server to communicate with devices running on its serial ports.  As discussed previously

the installation routine has copied three .NCF files to the SYS:SYSTEM directory.  Call the relevant one and the

AIOCOMX.NLM and AIO.NLMs will be loaded.  If they fail to load you can not proceed to load the TLD.

NT - Make sure that a COM port is configured in Control Panel, but do not configure the modem. FaxWare will

communicate with you modem directly through COMx. You can use Hyperterminal to determine whether or not the

modem is responding through the proper COM port.

Load the TLD

NETWARE - To load the first TLD start the TLD001.NCF file.

NT - The TLD can be started from the “Services” window. The “Services” window can be accessed from Control Panel.

This will then load the TLD.NLM (NetWare) or TLD.EXE (NT) from the DAVID\TLD\CODE directory and the line settings

from the DAVID\TLD\PORT\001\TLD.INI file. It is possible to have up to 256 TLDs on a single file server.

NETWARE - If the settings in the TLD.INI file do not match the settings for the COM ports activated by AIOCOMX you

will be shown a list of available AIO devices for you to select from.

Following this the TLD interrogates the modem to get information on its make, revision and class and then issues the

INIT string as contained in the TLD.INI file.

NT -  If the COM settings or the INIT string contains an error, The TLD will not show as “up” in the Port Monitor

screen in DVADMIN (Control Panel). Check the settings in TLD.INI and re-start the TLD.
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If you get an error initialising the modem check that the modem is connected to the server correctly and that it is

using the cable supplied with the modem.

Loading the Frontend Layer
In all cases you must have a connection to the file server running FaxWare.  The network stack requirements for the

different operating systems are as follows:

DOS (NetWare Only)

§ VLM and ODI drivers supported

§ IPX version 3.02 or higher

§ NETX / VLM (the NetWare shell) version 3.26 or higher

To print to FaxWare from DOS you can either use QUEUE or FILESCAN services.  These will be covered later in more

detail.  If you wish to use QUEUE services your computer must be capable of capturing a NetWare queue.  If you

intend to use FILESCAN services then the client needs rights to suitable directories on the NetWare server.

WINDOWS 16 (NetWare)

§ IPX version 3.10 or higher

§ NETX / VLM (the NetWare shell) version 3.26 or higher

Communication between the Windows interface and the service layer takes place by means of special client/server API

calls.  It is essential to have configured the Windows client properly for operation under NetWare.  Up-to-date

versions of IPX and NETX (or ODI and VLM) are very important.  Unlike DOS communication takes place via Novell calls

(NWIPSPX.DLL and NWCALLS.DLL) which need current shell and driver versions.

WINDOWS 32 (NetWare)

FaxWare will work with either the MS Windows 32-bit client for Novell NetWare or the Novell’s released 32-bit client

for MS Windows ‘95.  The universal printer driver library (UNIDRV.DLL) for Windows ‘95 is required.  FaxWare contains

the current version as standard.
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For Windows and Windows ‘95 users you simply need to run the SETUP.EXE program form the \\DAVID\CLIENTS

directory.  This program will detect whether the OS is Windows or Windows ‘95 and act accordingly.  As the normal

users are not granted rights to the root of the FaxWare directory it is preferable to run the SETUP.EXE program when

logged in as SUPERVISOR or ADMIN.

WINDOWS 16 & 32 (NT)

Client- Server communication with FaxWare requires that TCP/IP be installed and configured on any Windows

workstation that wants to use FaxWare. Clients will vary depending on the version of Windows (3.1, 3.11, 95, 98, NT).

The universal printer driver library (UNIDRV.DLL) for Windows ‘95/98 is required.  FaxWare contains the current

version as standard.

For Windows and Windows ‘95/98 users you simply need to run the SETUP.EXE program form the \DAVID\CLIENTS

directory. This program will detect whether the OS is Windows or Windows ‘95 and act accordingly.

The FaxWare files and Directory Structure
SYS:\SYSTEM (NetWare)

DAVID.NCF

NCF to start the Service Layer of FaxWare (DAVID.NLM) on the server console

DVNDS.NCF

NCF to load the NDS Support NLM (DVNDS.NLM) of FaxWare

TLD001.NCF

NCF to start the Transport Layer Driver (TLD.NLM) for the first line.

PCL.NCF

NCF to start the PCL Conversion Server (PCL.NLM)

AIOCOM.NCF

NCF to load the module AIOCOMX.NLM with the initialisation parameters for the serial interfaces COM1 to COM4

AIOCOM1.NCF

NCF to load the module AIOCOMX.NLM with the initialisation parameters for the serial interface COM1
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\\DAVID\CODE

DAVID.NLM / SL.EXE

Program code of FaxWare

DVADMIN.EXE

GUI Admin Tool for NT

ANIMATE.NLM

Animation NLM

DVNDS.NLM

NDS Support NLM for FaxWare

DAVID.INI

ASCII file with FaxWare configuration parameters

DAVID.FIL

File with paths from the FileScan and API Services

DAVID.DRK

Configuration file for the printer

DAVID.DAT

Configuration file for the system settings and licenses

FAX$LOG.ERR

FaxWare error log

BOOT$LOG.TXT

FaxWare boot log with error messages

DAVID.BKU

ASCII file with the paths to backup

DAVID JOB

Job log

DAVID.LOG

Send log
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DAVID.REC

Receive log

DAVID.PRN

List of all print jobs

DAVID.HOL

Holiday list

DAVID.CAT

File with the phonebook categories

DAVID.TRF

File with the tariff entries

DAVID.FRM

Entries in the Form Manager

DAVID.STA

File with statistic data

\\DAVID\CODE\DATABASE

01000001.*

Phonebook of the group EVERYONE (only NetWare 3.1x). The name of a phonebook file is the user ID/group ID of the

user/group under NetWare/NT

ACCOUNT.*

Charges Database (see »Service Layer/Databases/Charges Database«)

DISTRIB.*

Routing list (»Service Layer/Databases/Routing«)

ROBINSON.*

Blacklist (»Service Layer/Databases/Blacklist«)

COLLECT.*

Collection list (»Service Layer/Databases/Collection list«)
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\\DAVID\CODE\DEF

*.DEF

ASCII files to send test faxes from the FaxWare Service Layer (»Service Layer/Information/Send Test Message«)

SYS:\DAVID\CODE\NLD (NetWare)

DVSTART.NLD

Animation file for the ANIMATE.NLM

\\DAVID\CODE\RESOURCE

CODE.*

Resource files for the Service Layer in different languages

HELP.*

Files for the »Online Help« of the Service Layer in different languages

COUNTRY.*  (NetWare)

Files with the parameters of different countries (see »Service Layer/Databases/Country directory«)

\\DAVID\CODE\RESOURCE\HEADER

HEADER$.BMP

Default graphic (FAXWARE) in a fax header

HEADER.BMP

Name of a graphic file to exchange the default header

\\DAVID\RESOURCE\HOL

DAVID.*

Holiday lists from different countries, e.g. DAVID.FRA for France (»Service

Layer/Databases/Country directory). The default file is the DAVID.HOL in \\DAVID\CODE.

\\DAVID\CODE\RESOURCE\MARGIN

*.BMP

Graphic files for the fax margin on printed faxes (see »Service Layer/Configuration/Printer/Fax Printer/Graphic Margin«)
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\\DAVID\CODE\TEMP

*.PGA

Temporary files during the conversion of fax jobs

*.PRN

Temporary files during the conversion of fax jobs

\\DAVID\CLIENTS

SETUP.EXE

SETUP file to install the Windows Frontend (David Client)

SETUP.INF

Configuration file for SETUP.EXE

\\DAVID\CLIENTS\DOS (NetWare)

DVDOS.EXE

Program code of the DOS Frontend. It can be called directly from the standard directory or can be copied to the local

directory.

DVDOS.DMO

Animation file

DVDOS.ENG

Resource file (English) for the DOS Frontend.

DVDOS.MAS

Configuration file with created masks for the simple fax editor in the DOS Frontend.

*.DAT

File with configuration data for the client. For every single computer, there is an individual configuration file

produced. The file name is created in the user ID.
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\\DAVID\CLIENTS\WINDOWS

DVWIN.EXE

Program code. It can be run directly from Windows.

DVWIN$.*

Resource files for DVWIN.EXE in different languages.

DVWIN.BMP

Graphic file for the animation while starting the Frontend

DVWIN.HLP

Help file for the Windows interface

DVWINHLP.*

Resource files for the Online Help in the Frontend in different languages

DVEDIT.EXE

Viewer under Windows to display the fax files. Supports the graphic format MH (Modified Huffman).

DVEDIT$.*

Resource files for the viewer in different languages

DVAPI.DLL

Dynamic link library for the Fax Application Programming Interface of FaxWare

TOBITLIB.DLL

Dynamic link library with Windows functions from the Frontend

FAXWARE.DRV

Printer driver for the creation of graphic files for FaxWare

FAXWARE.DOC

Macro for »Word for Windows«

UNIDRV.DLL

Dynamic link library from Microsoft for the support of standard printers

NWIPXSPX.DLL

Dynamic link library from Novell for the data transport over the NetWare standard protocol

NWCALLS.DLL
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Dynamic link library from Novell for the Application Programming Interface of the NetWare shell

TOBIT!.*  ASCII file with examples for the field »Markings« in the receive log of the Windows Frontend

\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\CLIENTS\WINDOWS\WIN95

FAXWARE.DRV

Printer driver for the creation of graphic files for FaxWare (Windows 95)

OEMSETUP.INF

Configuration file for the printer driver

UNIDRV.DLL

Dynamic link library from Microsoft for the support of standard printers (Windows 95)

UNIDRV.HLP

Help file for the UNIDRV.DLL

\\DAVID\CLIENTS\WINDOWS\WINNT\xxx

SETUP.EXE

SETUP file to install the Windows NT Print Driver

OEMSETUP.INF

Configuration file for the printer driver

NWIPXSPX.DLL

Dynamic link library from Novell for the data transport over the NetWare standard protocol

\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\OUT\API

2FD8E28D.001

Fax job (format PCX) from a Frontend

2FD8E28D.JOB

ASCII file with the FaxWare commands from the fax job

2FD8E28D

The same ASCII file without extension to convert fax jobs (FaxWare scans this directory for files without an extension)
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\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\OUT\QUEUES (NetWare)

6900001D.QDR

Directory from a FaxWare queue (see »Service Layer/Con-figuration/ Services/Queue Services«). The directory name is

the »Print Queue ID« under NetWare

\\DAVID\UTIL\DOS

CHKVER.EXE

Utility to check the FaxWare program versions

MH2PCX.EXE

Utility to convert fax images (format »MH«) into PCX files

NUMPREP.EXE

Utility to prepare and sort broadcast files

TPACK.EXE

Utility to compress files

TUNPACK.EXE

Utility to unpack files (see TPACK.EXE)

UART.COM

Utility to check the serial interface of a PC (what kind of UART)

\\DAVID\UTIL\DOS\CAS

CASEM.EXE

Program code from the CAS emulator

\\DAVID\UTIL\DOS\REPORTER

REPORTER.EXE

Program code of the utility REPORTER

SAMPLE1.* ASCII file with sample settings
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\\DAVID\UTIL\NLM\DVIMPORT (NetWare)

DVIMPORT.NLM

Program code of DVIMPORT

DVIMPORT.INI

Configuration file for DVIMPORT

READ.ME

Current notes about DVIMPORT

\\DAVID\UTIL\WINDOWS

MODULE.EXE

Utility to display loaded modules

\\DAVID\UTIL\WINDOWS\DVSNAPIN (NetWare)

DVSNAP95.REG

Snapin for NWADMIN (Win95 registry addition)

DVSNAPNT.REG

Snap-in for NWADMIN (WinNT registry addition)

\\DAVID\UTIL\WINDOWS\DVODBC

DVODBC.EXE

Program code of DVODBC

READ.ME

Current notes about DVODBC

\\DAVID\APPS\FA2XWARE\RESOURCE\INCLUDE

WARTEN.INC

Example for an FaxWare INCLUDE file (see FaxWare command @@INCLUDE)
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\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\RESOURCE\FONTS

FONTEDIT.EXE

Font editor for FaxWare fonts (DOS)

FWFONT.EXE

Font editor for FaxWare fonts (Windows)

DVFONT$.*

Resource files for DVFONT in different languages

*.FNT

FaxWare fonts

\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\RESOURCE\GRAPH

LOGO.PCX

Graphic file for insertion in a fax image (see FaxWare commands @@GRAPHIC and @@INSERT

\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\RESOURCE\SIGN

TT_SIGN.PCX

Graphic file with a sample signature (see FaxWare command @@SIGNATURE)

\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\RESOURCE\COVER

ENGLISH.CVP

ASCII file with a sample coverpage (see FaxWare command @@COVERPAGE)

ENGLISH.PCX

Sample graphic for integration in a coverpage

\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\RESOURCE\FORM

FORM.PCX

Example graphic for insertion in fax images (see FaxWare command @@FORM)
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\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\RESOURCE\DATA

BCAST.RND

ASCII file with fax numbers to create a fax broadcast (see FaxWare command @@BROADCAST.  Can also have

extension .BCA)

BCAST.NOK

Log file from a fax broadcast

\\DAVID\IMPORT

IMPORT.NMR

ASCII file with fax numbers to import into the FaxWare phonebooks

FILE.FAX

Sample file to create a fax job with the FileScan Service from FaxWare

\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\CONVERT\PCL

PCL.NLM/EXE

Program code of the PCL Conversion Server

PCL.RES

Resource file of the PCL Conversion Server

\\DAVID \SAMPLE

SENDFAX.BAT

Example to create fax jobs with DOS clients

\\DAVID\INSTALL

INSTALL.EXE / SETUP.EXE

Program to install (additional) lines

HELP.*

Help file for the installation program in different languages

README.*
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ASCII file with current notes about the FaxWare installation in different languages

\\DAVID\TLD\CODE\xxxxx

TLD.NLM/EXE

Program code from the Transport Layer Driver

TLD.HLP

Help file for the »Online Help« (only ISDN boards!)

\\DAVID\TLD\PORT\xxx

TLD.INI

ASCII file with parameters for the initialisation of the fax hardware (see »Service Layer/Configuration/Ports\xxx /TLD.INI

file«)

TLD.CFG

Configuration file with specific settings for the TLD

TLD.DEB

Debug file (ASCII) to detect errors with the fax hardware

TLD.CHK

This file will be created if the TLD is loaded, so that the line is »active« for FaxWare. It will be deleted, if the TLD is

unloaded.

TLD.RX

Log file with information about the received fax (e.g. the number of the distant station and status)

TLD.TX

Job file from the FaxWare Service Layer for the TLD to send a fax job. The file contains information about the fax job

(e.g. the file name and the fax number).

\\DAVID\ARCHIVE

ARCHIVE.DAT

Archiving file with file and path information about existing messages.

ARCHIVE.DIR
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The paths of the sub-archives are listed in this file.

ARCHIVE.URT

Contains the distribution entries of the archive

ARCHIVE.SRT

Set up criteria to sort

\\DAVID\ARCHIVE\FAXBOX

00001000.001

This file stands for the first page of a FaxBox document with the document number 1000.

00001000.0TN

Thumbnail file for document 1000.

\\DAVID\ARCHIVE\USER\xxxxxxxx\OUT or IN

MHD71A15.001

Image file from a received fax (first page)

MHD71A15.002

Image file from a received fax (second page)

MHD71A15.0TN

Thumbnail file from the fax image

MHD71A15.0TX

Comment file from the fax image
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BASIC CONFIGURATION
The aim of this section is to give you a basic understanding of the essential Service Layer configuration options and

their implications.

Objectives
At the end of this section you will be able to:

§ Set FaxWare to back itself up

§ Set the auto-purge options

§ Understand the CPU utilisation settings

§ Configure new users

§ Inbound routing

§ Set up the notification for new users

§ Configure printers

§ Automatic print-out of received faxes

FaxWare Backup
When the service layer is loaded it needs to keep several databases files open. If FaxWare is not unloaded properly or

if say the server crashes then you risk damaging these files.  FAXWARE 5 has a backup option that, at the same time as

its auto-purge routine, copies all the data and configuration files as well as the NLM/EXEs themselves.

Set the BackUp Path

Edit the \\DAVID\CODE\DAVID.INI file.  One of the last settings in this file relates to the backup path.  Remove the “ ;”

prefix to the command and specify a suitable path e.g.

BackupPath=\\DAVID\BACKUP

Unload and reload the service layer to invoke any changes.

Set the BackUp Option

From the Service Layer choose CONFIGURATION, SYSTEM, OPTIONS and set the BACKUP OF OPEN FILES parameter to

YES.
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Automatic Purge

The automatic purge routine is in effect FaxWare’s housekeeping utility.  It checks the logs for entries that can be

removed. It checks the integrity and structure of these logs and other key data files.  This is also when the backup of

open files takes place.

NOTE: You may get errors reported from your backup software that certain files were open and could not be

referenced.  This is to be expected.  If the automatic purge kicks in during your server backup routine you may get

errors to say that certain files changed their size and failed verification.  To avoid this, ensure that FaxWare auto

purge occurs before or after the backup.

Specifying the Auto Purge time.

Although it would appear that this could be changed from within the service layer this is not the case.  You need to

edit the DAVID.INI files and set the time there.

DAVID.INI

In the DAVID.INI file remove the semi-colon from in front of the DeleteTime parameter.  The new setting is in 24-hour

notation and is the hour only, eg.

DeleteTime = 22

;  Default is 1

;  Unit is hours (e.g. 1 means 1:00 am)

;  Defines the time when the Service Layer of FaxWare will

;  Automatically start its maintenance functions

NETWARE - If these changes have been made from the file server console (with ALT I) then the .INI file will

automatically be reloaded and the changes activated.

If you have used a DOS editor to editor the DAVID.INI file then the Service Layer will need to be unloaded and

reloaded.
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Auto Purge Settings

The logs hold all the information on a job and a reference to the fax files associated with that job.

Logs can be held for up to 99 days or by setting the parameter to 0 they will be held indefinitely.

If you specify a printer to print the logs to, then following the purge routine a list of those entries removed from the

send and receive logs will be printed. To stop this from happening, simply ensure that the “Print logs to” field is blank.

By default the max. size of error log is set to 1000 KB or 1MB., and in case of overflow the file is reduced by 100 KB.  A

1000KB file roughly equates to 600 pages of 8.5”X11” and if you have chosen to send the error log to a user or a

number then when this log is full and ready to be sent, FaxWare will begin converting these 600 pages.

This is why sometimes FaxWare is working when no one has sent any jobs.  As a rule of thumb we would recommend

that you set the Max. size of error log to be 10 KB, to be reduced by 5 KB in case of overflow and do not specify a

recipient of the error log.

Setting the CPU Utilisation

FaxWare makes special use of NetWare’s threads to achieve true multi-tasking whilst minimising CPU utilisation.  In

addition, you can set the CPU utilisation in FaxWare to low, normal or high.  These are self-explanatory but there is a

fourth setting called Dynamic Server Load (DSL)

Dynamic Server Load (DSL)
This is a completely new technology.  It creates an environment where allocation of server resources depends on the

server load.  Through a series of algorithms the service layer monitors the degree of use of the CPU, the LAN, the hard

disk and other components.

A server that is now temporarily idle can be used for FaxWare with almost 100% of its performance.  As soon as there

is any request from a client or another NLM , the server instantly switches back to the normal mode.  Although a user

does not see any difference this feature accelerates conversion and printing operations by over 1000%.
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Configuring New Users

FaxWare integrates directly into either the NT Domains or NetWare bindery or NDS.

Any users who want to use FaxWare must be configured from within the service layer.  The user licence can be

expanded on the fly by simply typing in a licence number.  Again, users can also be removed and added to FaxWare

dynamically.

To add a user, go to CONFIGURATION, USERS and press INSERT.

NETWARE - FaxWare will bring up a list of users within the bindery or show you the NDS tree for you to navigate.  To

select several users use the F5 key and then press ENTER to transfer them to FaxWare.

NT - Enter the login names of the users who require the use of FaxWare.

Once in the user list within the service layer you can press ENTER on a user to then configure their particular details.

Full name

The users full name.  By default this will be imported from the bindery or the NDS if it has been set. Alternatively you

can amend or create it here. This name will appear in the bottom right hand section of the Windows Frontend and

also in the information section of any faxes that a user generates or owns.

Initials

The contents of this field will appear in the top left hand corner of the FaxWare banner on sent faxes by default.

Send Configuration

This option leads on to another series of settings that allow you specify the properties to be associated with that user.

SIGNATURE FILE
What signature file is to be associated with that user.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT (NetWare)
Here is where you specify under what circumstances a user wishes to be informed about the status of a fax job.

PRINT AUTOMATICALLY
If you wish to have your sent faxes printed automatically then you enable the conditions for this here.

INCLUDE FILE
The Include file is used to set default conditions to be executed either before or after the fax job has been submitted.
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TRANSMIT PSEUDONYM
The Transmit Pseudonym allows you to schedule faxes on behalf of someone else.  This does not give you access to

that person’s signature only their public data.  The job is then automatically placed on hold in the job queue for that

user to approve and release.

FORM LAYOUT
Each user can have their own default form layout.  These take priority over the form layout chosen for a particular

service.  Again we will cover forms later.

DELIVERY
Finally, the delivery field lets you specify with what default priority a user is allowed to send faxes.  This can be

changed at time of transmission if necessary.  The options are immediate, quick, normal and optimised.

Receive Configuration

This sub-menu holds the settings that govern how FaxWare is to respond when this user receives a message.

BROADCAST ON NEW MESSAGE (NetWare)
This setting determines under what circumstances a user is to be notified that a message has been routed to their

account.

DISABLE AUTO PRINTING
If this is set to YES faxes routed to this user will not be automatically printed.

FORWARD TO
This is a very useful field when people are away on holiday and allows any faxes received by the user to be faxed to

another number or user on the LAN.

Printer

If a printer is specified here then any messages received by this user will be automatically printed out

Distribute Messages

When set to YES a user can route messages to other users in the LAN

Jobs of all users

By default a user can only see their job log.  If this is set to YES then this enables the check box in the settings section

of the frontend that allows them to turn on and off the ability to view all job entries.
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Notification for Users
Users can be kept fully informed of the status of sent faxes and alerted when they receive a message.  This feature has

to be enabled at the service layer in the configuration for each user.

For Windows 95, 98 and NT users, DVREMIND.EXE is provided. DVREMIND will run in the background, and alert users

of new messages arriving in their Inbox.

Send Configuration (NetWare)

This setting is in the CONFIGURATION, USERS, <USERNAME>, SEND CONFIGURATION, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT section

within the service layer.  There are five possible settings:

§ None - no notification will be given.

§ Completion only - a user will only be informed when a fax has been successfully sent or has completed the set

number of retries.

§ Always - a user will be informed whatever happens.

§ Only on error - notification will only be given if an error is encountered

§ Only on error and completion - a user will be informed when an error occurs, if it is sent or if the retry routine

has completed.

Inbound Routing

Incoming faxes can be routed to users via one of the following methods: CSID, DID, LINE, MSN, DDI.  MSN and DDI

require the use of ISDN.  The main two routing options used with standard analogue modems are LINE and CSID.

LINE

The service layer looks at which line a fax has been received on, checks the configuration and routes the fax to

whoever is set in the distribute to field for that line.  This is how most routing is initially achieved.  A receptionist is

nominated to receive all faxes from a particular line or series of lines.  This feature also makes it easy to integrate

FaxWare in to an organisation where different departments have traditionally had different fax numbers.  Once the fax

has been routed to the receptionist, they can look at it and decide whom to pass it on to.  This is done from within

the frontend.  Faxes can be routed either to a single user or a group of users.  When the receptionist is routing the fax
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they can use the “Routing wizard” to automate the distribution of this fax in the future. This makes a corresponding

entry in the routing database and uses CSID routing.

CSID

Routing according to Calling Station IDentifier (CSID) matches the identifier of the source fax machine with an entry is

the routing database and routes the fax directly to that user or group of users bypassing the receptionist.

To achieve direct to desk secure inbound routing you will require lines with Direct Inward Dialling (DID), a Multi-

Subscriber Numbering (MSN) or Direct Dial Inbound (DDI) range.

Receive Configuration (NetWare)

This setting is in the CONFIGURATION, USERS, <USERNAME>, RECEIVE CONFIGURATION, BROADCAST ON NEW

MESSAGE section of the service layer.  Here a NetWare broadcast message will be sent to a user, assuming that they

are logged in, when one of the following is satisfied:

§ None - no notification to be given

§ Only if personal - notify the user if the fax has been routed to them directly and not as part of a group

§ Only if for a group - only notify the user if the fax has been routed to them as part of a group

§ Always - notify a user whether it is personal or as part of a group
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Configuring Printers

Within FaxWare you can define as many printers as you want.  They can serve single or multiple print “queues” or

many FaxWare printers can print to the same “queue” but with different configurations.  For example, imagine you

have two users.  Everything they send and receive gets printed automatically.  In order to for the secretary to be able

to tell who’s print-out is who's, we define two printers each with a different Graphic Margin.  There is a Graphic

margin for USER1 and another for USER2.  Each user has the relevant virtual printed defined in their user

configurations and any faxes that are printed automatically are given the appropriate margin.

The description field is what will appear at the frontend when you select to print a fax from the logs.  Make this as

meaningful as possible.

You can create as many fax margins as you want.  They are simple .BMP or .PCX graphics and are stored in the

\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\CODE\RESOURCE\MARGIN directory.

If the completion stamp is set to YES then a bar along the bottom of the fax will show the completion status of that

job.

Depending on the type of laser you have you can choose whether to take advantage of data compression.  The HP

LaserJet series use Tagged Image File (Mode 2) to improve performance.
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The page size can be set to DIN A4, US Legal and US Letter as required.

The form feed controls when a page it to be ejected.  By default it is set to end of page and end of fax but it can be set

to end of page only or no form feed.

Within the page format section you can specify the number of characters per line, lines per page and the size of the

left margin (in pixels).

Standard escape sequences can be added to print jobs either at start and end of the job or at the beginning and end

of each page within the job.

If you have two trays in your laser printer the top tray for headed paper and the lower for plain, you would set the ESC

sequence for the printer at the start of the job to print to the lower tray.

Within the print queues menu/tab you identify which PCL printers/queues are to service this particular printer.  Select

them simply by pressing INSERT and move through the bindery or NDS (NetWare) or selecting a printer from the pull-

down menu. (NT). The forward to option allows FaxWare to pass on received faxes printed through this printer.

Automatic Printing of received faxes

Once you have defined a printer and associated it with a NetWare queue it is relatively simple to have received faxes

printed out automatically.

First of all ensure that within the CONFIGURATION, PORTS (Transport Options), PORTXX, DISTRIBUTE TO field there is

a user name specified.  Then ensure that their printer field within that user’s setup contains a printer.

Now any faxes that are routed to that user are automatically printed.
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FAXWARE CLIENTS
In this section we look in more detail at the three services by which FaxWare can receive fax jobs.  We also look at the

features of the frontends for both DOS and Windows.

Objectives
At end the of this section you will:

§ Understand the three FaxWare services

§ Understand how to submit jobs from DOS applications

§ Understand the role of the PCL conversion server

§ Be familiar with DVDOS.EXE and DVWIN.EXE

FaxWare Services

Communication between FaxWare and the client workstation can take place in various ways.  FaxWare can be used in

conjunction with print queues (NetWare), files or direct API calls.
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Queue Services (NetWare)

FaxWare can act as a native NetWare print queue.  You can print directly to a captured LPT: port without the need for

any redirectors, TSRs or other patches.  This makes integration with legacy DOS applications very easy.

Note that all the information FaxWare requires (fax number etc.) must be contained within the print job sent to the

queue.  FaxWare does not intercept the captured queues to see if all the information is contained within and can not

prompt the user accordingly.

IMPORTANT:  New queues must be created from with the service layer and NOT from within utilities such as

PCONSOLE.  Once created do not use PCONSOLE to amend the queue settings.

To create a new queue go to CONFIGURATION, SERVICES, QUEUE SERVICES and press INSERT.  You will then be

prompted for a new queue name.  In the example above we have called our queue “test”.

By default the data format is set to “(DEFAULT)”.  This means that FaxWare expects that the data printed to that

queue will be in Epson FX-80 (ESC/P) format and PCL as generated by HP LaserJet drivers.
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The time for the queue to be active can be set and a default printer also needs to be specified.  Queue services can

also have a set of default associated with it via the include files.  If the job submitted to the queue contains incorrect

FaxWare commands then such jobs will be ignored if the ignore failed jobs flag is set to “Yes”.

For each of the three services you can specify a form layout to be used.

FileScan Services

FileScan services operates in a similar way to queue services except that instead of the NetWare queue being the

interface between client and server FileScan Services uses simple NetWare/NT file services.

Within the service layer you can create many FileScan directories in which files are to be saved.  The service layer then

regularly polls for these files.  With this method saving = faxing.

There is no need for a capture command the file just needs to be saved in ASCII text format.

In the examples below FaxWare is polling its IMPORT directory for files ending in with a .FAX extension.  When the

acknowledgement file flag is set to yes an acknowledgement file is created automatically.
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The Acknowledgement file has the same name as the original job but uses the .$$$ extension. When the file is flagged

with a Read-Only attribute then the fax is being processed.  The rest of the settings are the same as for Queue

services.

API Services

Frontend programs such as DVDOS and DVWIN use the API services to submit their fax jobs and to interrogate the

FaxWare server.

Again, as with the other two services an activity period can be defined.  Jobs falling outside this period will be delayed

until the service becomes active again.  Printer, Include Files, failed jobs and form layouts can also be set as with the

other services.

The PCL Conversion Server

In both Queue and FileScan services the data format was set to standard.  However, by using the PCL conversion

server, files generated using a HP laser printer driver can be sent directly to FaxWare.

The PCL conversion server is practically 100% compatible with HP PCL 5e (with the exception of hardware specific

things such as change of trays).  So by using at least a HP LaserJet II driver you can use downloadable, scaleable fonts

from within your DOS applications as these fonts will be recognised by the conversion server.

The PCL conversion server runs as a NLM/EXE on the server. Jobs are directed to it by setting the data format in Queue

or FileScan services to PCL5e.

When anything is then received by these services it is passed to the PCL conversion server where the utility interprets

the @@ commands, creates the .PCX images so that the service layer can subsequently convert the fax in the normal

way.

The PCL conversion server must be loaded so that conversion can be carried out before being passed to the service

layer.  After conversion the faxes created can be viewed through the frontends as usual.
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DVDOS.EXE (NetWare)
The DOS Frontend

DVDOS is a Terminate Stay Resident (TSR) program that allows DOS users to interrogate the FaxWare server via API

calls.  It is not required to send faxes.  Faxes can easily be submitted via queue or FileScan services.  The TSR itself

takes around 5 K of base memory.  Once loaded it can be invoked by pressing CTRL-ALT-F.

The TSR can be unloaded from memory by typing:

DVDOS^  (ALT+94)

In addition DVDOS can run in non-resident memory.  This can be set in the configuration options within DVDOS or the

parameter NORES can be used when DVDOS is called.

DVDOS offers almost all the services a Windows user gets to a DOS user.  They can look at send, receive and job logs.

There is a viewer that allows faxes to be enlarged, rotated etc.  There is access to phonebooks, a simple fax feature

and so on.  You can even change the background colours!

Using the Phonebooks from within DVDOS

One of the main reasons for loading DVDOS is to give DOS users quick and easy access to the centrally held

phonebooks.  Call the TSR, go to ARCHIVE, ADDRESSES and select the phonebook you want.  When you have found

the relevant entry press F4 and the address information will available on-screen.
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DVWIN.EXE
The Windows Frontend (David Client)

Faxing from Windows is as simple as printing.  During the installation of the FaxWare frontend a printer driver is

installed that makes FaxWare just as accessible as a normal printer.  The DVWIN.EXE frontend can be used under

Windows 3.1, 3.11, ’95, ’98, and NT.

The installation routine is run from the \DAVID\CLIENT directory and is called SETUP.EXE.

From the setup window you can choose which program group to install the FaxWare icons to.  Checking the Auto-

Load of Client option will make an entry in the WIN.INI file to load DVWIN.EXE whenever Windows is started.  Fax as

default printer makes the FaxWare printer driver default in Windows.  Network installation means that the majority of

files are left on the file server and not copied to the local computer. Only the printer driver (FAXWARE.DRV) and the

DVAPI.DLL are copied to the local hard disk.

Once the installation has been completed restart windows and double-click on the David Client icon to load the

program.
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Sending a Fax from Windows

From any Windows application simply type or design your document and print it to the FaxWare on Server printer

If DVWIN is not resident then it will be loaded and the send fax dialogue box will appear.

Combine

This is a very useful function.  It allows you to combine several different jobs from different windows applications in to

a single fax document.  The most obvious use for this is if you have a scanner attached to your PC and you wish to

send a newspaper article, copy of cheque or whatever.

Draft you cover letter or whatever in your Word Processor, print it to FaxWare, choose Combine and then start your

scanner application.  Then print your scanned image directly to FaxWare, enter the destination number and choose

OK.  You will be asked to confirm that all documents should be sent.  In the same way one fax can contain output form

Word, PowerPoint, Excel and so on.
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Additions

This takes you in to a screen from where you can enter @@ commands or choose one or more of the icons.  For

example you can schedule the fax, choose a broadcast file, attach and appendix and so on.

Edit

This option lets you edit the converted fax in the FaxWare viewer prior to sending it.  This way you can highlight

sections of particular interest, stamp the fax and so on.  It will not take you back to the source program, such as

Word.

Extended Coverpages

We will discuss creating coverpages later, but by selecting the coverpage you want and the extended option you can

then type text directly on to the coverpage.

Form Layout

A user can also choose which form layout they wish to use.  The creation of forms and their use will be discussed in

the next section.

USING THE WINDOWS FRONTEND (DAVID CLIENT)

DVWIN is a Window’s users link to the FaxWare server.  It is easy to use, graphical and intuitive.

As you would expect, a user can access their In and Out Boxes, any number of shared “archives”, look at what jobs are

being processed, look through, add-to and edit phonebooks, and send quick and simple messages.
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Tobit Archive System (TAS)

FaxWare 5 incorporates a brand new message store called the Tobit Archive System (TAS):

TAS is the foundation to David’s ability to support and manage multiple message types (Fax, E-Mail and Voice Mail).

Messages are stored in folders and sub-folders. These messages and sub-folders can be managed in the same way you

would manage your hard disk’s sub-directories and files through “Windows Explorer” or “File Manager”.

The archive structure is located in \DAVID\ARCHIVE:

 

As you can see from the examples, the directory structure of \DAVID\ARCHIVE is accessible from the David Client in

the form of “Archives”.  As such, access to the TAS is granted through NetWare and NT’s file security. As a result,
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granting users access to personal or shared archives is accomplished by granting the user file rights to a directory.

The result is a secure message store with a familiar security scheme.

IMPORTANT: Although managing access rights is done at a NetWare/NT level (NWADMIN, SYSCON, or User Manager),

Managing the Archives (i.e. creating and deleting archives), and its contents (copying, moving, deleting messages)

should be done exclusively from the David Client.

IN Box and OUT Box Utilities

A comprehensive set of tools are available both for the IN Box and OUT Box: Show, Print, Manual Routing, Resend

Message, Delete, Properties, Search, Filter, Data Export, Thumbnail view and Comments.

Let us look at the more interesting ones of the above-mentioned list:

SHOW

This option launches the FaxWare viewer program, DVEDIT.EXE.  With this tool you can view and edit faxes.  The

viewer is none destructive and any changes you make can quickly and easily be removed.

If you want to type on a fax and resend it you must send it to FaxWare from within the viewer using the File, Send Fax

option.

MANUAL ROUTING
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If a user has their Distribute Messages option set to YES in their configuration then they can route faxes to other users

in the LAN.

The process is simple.  Select an entry from the log and click the manual routing icon.

Click on one of the potential recipient(s) listed. Choose Move or Copy, and click on OK. The fax will be delivered to the

recipient’s IN Box.

HINT: If you have the necessary rights to the recipient’s directory, you can drag and drop the fax into the user’s

archive instead.

DELETE ENTRY

This does not delete the fax, only suppresses the log entry from being shown to the user.

RESEND MESSAGE

This option resends a fax and gives you the opportunity to enter an alternative destination.  When an entry has be

resubmitted with this option the conclusion status of the original is not changed.

If you choose the Enter Again option (in the Edit menu) the final conclusion status for that entry changes to show a

retry but you can not alter the destination.
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SEARCH

This is a very useful tool especially when used in conjunction with the thumbnail viewer.

You can search for complete or partial strings of information and choose which fields to search in.  From the result

the thumbnail viewer can help identify the fax you are looking for.  This way you can quickly locate or group together

all faxes sent in a broadcast and so on.

FILTER

These settings allow you to filter what information you want to see in your logs. i.e. show only the conclusion status

of faxes or show only those fax that have not yet been viewed.
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DATA EXPORT

Select the data you wish to export with the mouse using the shift and control keys to identify the items.  Alternatively

use the filter options to pre-sort the information and then export the results of this filter.

This tool is very useful when you want to analyse the costs of faxing, ratio of successful transmissions and so on.  The

data can be saved as standard ASCII, with a range of delimiters for import into most applications.  It can also be

exported directly in Excel format.

Configuration Settings for the Frontend

Each frontend can have its own configuration. These settings are all held in the Settings icon, which is depicted by a

screwdriver and is available in every view.

FaxWare’s multi-lingual support and its “look and feel” can be changed from this window.
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THE COMMAND LANGUAGE
In this section we will look at FaxWare command language and why it is such a powerful tool.

Objectives
On completion of this section you will:

§ Understand how to use the command language

§ Be familiar with the most frequently used ones

§ Understand how the command language can be used to seamlessly integrate FaxWare with other applications

The Command Language
There are over 60 FaxWare commands.  They are all identified by the preceding @@ signs and are more commonly

known as @@ commands (at-at commands).

The @@ at the beginning indicates to the service layer that a command follows and must be interpreted.  There must

be no spaces between the @@ signs themselves or between the @@ symbols and the command.

Each command must be terminated.  This can be achieved by means of a carriage return of by another set of @@

symbols.  If the same command is used twice, the last command takes precedence.  The commands are not case

sensitive.

The service layer reads these commands and deletes them, moving any text that follows to the left.

These commands can be embedded in any DOS (ASCII text) or Windows program and submitted to FaxWare through

any of the three services.

The Number Command

In order for FaxWare to send a job all it needs is the destination number.  This can be supplied by the @@NUMBER

command.

So if I placed @@NUMBER 555-1212 anywhere in a document and sent it to FaxWare it would be sent to fax number

555-1212 without any further intervention.

If I then have a third party application, perhaps an accounts package, I can use this command in conjunction with one

of that particular packages query strings.
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So for example if I created a template that contained the command:

@@NUMBER <FAX_NUM>@@

An then applied this template to a customer record, and printed it to FaxWare, the accounts package would replace

the <FAX_NUM> variable with the relevant number and the service layer would then have all the information it

needed to send the fax.

With just this single simple command we have effectively been able to send a fax directly from another application

with no overhead on or intervention by the client.

Most frequently used @@ commands

A comprehensive list of the @@ commands is available in the hard or soft documentation.  Here is a list of the most

frequently used ones:

@@PRINT

The fax is converted by FaxWare but sent to the printer rather than despatched.  Useful for testing documents and

layouts

@@REFERENCE

Changes the reference field for that job.  This will appear in the logs. It is useful for describing the contents of a fax.

@@USERHOLD

Places the job on hold in the job log for the user to release

@@SENDERNAME

Overwrites the sender ID in the FaxWare banner by up to 20 characters of definable text.  Useful for neatly addressing

broadcasts.

@@FORM

Calls the graphical form from the form layout as defined for that user or service.

@@SIGNATURE

Inserts a user’s signature.
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@@OWNERNAME

Defines the owner of the current fax job.  This way the marketing team can create and send the broadcast but put the

faxes in the send logs of the sales guys to follow -up.

@@LINE

Select which line to send a fax on

Integrating FaxWare with applications
Case Study: ACCPAC Plus

We will use ACCPAC Plus (a very popular accounting package) to demonstrate FaxWare’s ability to seamlessly

integrate with any application (including non- Windows based apps).

FAXWARE FORMS
FaxWare forms are used in the same way as pre-printed stationery.  A form acts as a background to text output from

any DOS or Windows application. We have created a sample FaxWare form for use with the ACCPAC. It is a form for a

monthly statement, and is located in the \DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\RESOURCE\FORM directory.

FAXING FROM FAXWARE
FaxWare uses 3 services to process fax jobs: API, Queue and FileScan services.  We will use FileScan Services for

integration with ACCPAC. FileScan services are available on both NOS platforms. This service allows DOS users to

submit jobs simply by writing to a file in a pre-determined directory.

PREPARING FAXWARE
We have assumed that you have installed and done the basic configuration of FAXWARE 5 on your main server.

Create a new FileScan entry from within FaxWare.  From the Service Layer go to >Configuration, >Services, >

FileScan Services.  This will bring up a list of defined FileScan extensions.  To create a new extension press INS.  At the

following New FileScan Path prompt, enter the following: \\DAVID\IMPORT\*.APC

\\DAVID\IMPORT\*.APC will now appear in the list.  Select it with ENTER and check that the Data Format is Default.

Press ESC and Save Changes.
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FAXING FROM ACCPAC
You can print to LPT ports and files from within ACCPAC.  Set the destination output to “File” and specify the path (ex:

F:\DAVID\IMPORT\) and the default file (ex: TEST.APC).

Note: The file can always be the same name, as FaxWare deletes TEST.APC as soon as it is save in the FileScan

directory.

AUTOMATING THE PROCEDURE
In order to “fax enable” ACCPAC, we need place the @@ commands in the monthly statement report template.

ACCPAC refers to these templates as: Specification Files.
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ACCPAC uses the “@” for its own purposes, so we have configured FaxWare to accept “!!” in place of “@@”. This

parameter can be configured in the DAVID.INI file.

In the template above, we have used the !!NUMBER command in conjunction with an ACCPAC variable that will insert

the contents of the “Fax Number” field from its database in order to automate the report. That’s it! All the other

commands in place to give the statement a more polished look. The !!NUMBER command is all that’s required.

You can now send faxes directly from ACCPAC.
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ANOTHER USEFUL  COMMAND TO TRY

By flicking through the manual you will find a whole range of commands that allow you to fine-tune your installation.

In addition to the commands that we have included with the sample Stationery Layouts try using the following:

PROTOCOL X

You may already be aware of the automatic printout option in the user’s configuration settings.  This is however a

very broad brush as printouts will be supplied for everything that user sends.  It may be preferable just to

automatically print out certain types of faxes a user sends, eg. quotes, purchase orders etc.  To do this you need to

use the

PROTOCOL X  command where X is a variable between 0 and 4 inclusive.  By embedding this command in a

layout, template or in an include file, faxes will be printed out according to the table below.

DESCRIPTION

0 No printout

1 Printout only in case of correct

dispatch

2 Printout after every send attempt

3 Printout on successful send

attempt and termination

4 Printout only after last send

attempt
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To add a completion stamp to the printout make sure that in the Service Layer under  >Configuration, >System,

>Printer, <PRINTER NAME>, the setting Completion Stamp is set to YES

Here is the final output:
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Case Study:SAGE TeleMagic

Faxing from Telemagic

The procedure for sending faxes from TeleMagic is no different to any other Windows program.  However, there are

ways to automate the process within TeleMagic so that you can automatically send a fax to TeleMagic contacts

without the need to enter a fax number and so on.

For the purposes of this document we have used the Write Interface that comes as standard with TeleMagic but the

principles can be equally applied to the TM-Merge process.

From within TeleMagic choose the Write, Write from the Main Menu.

Select “Add” in the Documents for Windows Write Screen to create a new document and complete the details on the

subsequent Add a Document screen.

Select the appropriate merge level, ie. Company or Contact.  We have used Contact.

You will then be returned to the list box showing Documents for Windows Write.  Highlight the newly created

document and select Edit/Print.

In the next Write Options dialogue box select Edit merge document.  If this is the first time that you have edited the

document you will be prompted to create it.

You can now enter your text and include any FaxWare  commands to automate delivery.  The  commands

will be stripped out by the server and will not appear in any final text.  In the example below we have used 5

commands.
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The first is the all important NUMBER command.  Without this the server will not know where to send the

document and a user will be prompted to provide a destination with the Send Fax dialogue box.   Here the actual fax

number is provided by a TeleMagic field variable.  These fields are selected by clicking on the Field List button, and

selecting Fax-Number from the Available Merge Fields list.

The second command calls a FaxWare form.   This is a graphic that acts as pre-printed stationery onto which the text

from Write is overlaid.  In this way you can create perfect company logos and layouts without slowing down your PC

with heavy graphics.

The third command is the REFERENCE command.  Without this just the fax number would be shown in the users

send log.  This may not be very helpful and by using the REF command in this way we will see the company name

instead.
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The fourth command tells FaxWare to attach a spec. sheet on FaxWare.

The final command, down at the bottom, is the SIGNATURE command.  This adds the user’s signature to the bottom

of the fax, assuming that the signature file has been created and linked to that user.  All signatures are subject to

NetWare security.

When you are happy with the text you can then save it.  During the setup phase it is advisable to use either the

PRN or UHD command to save on fax costs.  The first command sends the output to the assigned printer;

the second holds the job in the Job Log so that you can view it prior to release.

Once you are happy with your template simply choose a contact from the database, select Write, Write from the Main

Menu, pick out the appropriate document, choose Edit/Print, Print using current record, Preview if you want and

assuming FaxWare is the default printer the document will be faxed.
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ADDITIONAL FAXWARE FEATURES
In this section we will look at the additional FaxWare features that make it the most flexible system on the market.

Objectives
At the end of this section you will understand:

§ Phonebooks and how to import data

§ How to create graphics for forms, coverpages etc.

§ Coverpages

§ FaxBox

§ Forms

§ The difference between Fax Merges and broadcasts

Phonebooks
Creating

FaxWare’s phonebooks are completely integrated into the Tobit Archive system (TAS). An address entry is considered

to be another message type. As such, address entries can co-exist in the same archive as your faxes, or they could be

stored in segregated archives.

In order to create an address entry in any archive, click on the “New Address” button on the toolbar.

Importing data

Importing phonebook data to an archive is very simple.  There are a couple of things to bear in mind though.

In order to import your phone numbers, you place the data in a text file. At the start of the import file specify the

Archive path and enclose it by square brackets.  Each entry in the import file must be separated by a carriage return

and each field within an entry separated by a semi-colon; and a SPACE. The order in which the fields are listed is

critical.
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The format of the file is as follows:

[ADDR_DISPLAY_NAME; ADDR_EMAIL; ADDR_FAX]

[\\DAVID\ARCHIVE\ADDRESS]

So if you only have the name and fax details the import file would be similar to:

[\DAVID\ARCHIVE\ADDRESS]

NAME; FAX_NO; ; CONTACT

Save the above test file with any name so that you can manipulate it later if necessary.  Copy this file to

\FAXWARE\IMPORT directory and give it an extension of .NMR.  FaxWare will import the data and delete the file.

Creating Graphics for use as forms, coverpages etc.

FaxWare uses .BMP and .PCX graphic images in a variety of different ways - as coverpages, graphics or forms.  You can

create these in most graphics packages, one of the most basic ones being Windows PaintBrush.  However, the

simplest way to create such images is with FaxWare itself.

For example design a form in Word or whatever and then print it to FaxWare.
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When the “Send Message” dialogue, appears click the “File” Menu, select the particular graphic option and choose

OK.

A destination fax number is not essential.  The graphic image is then created with the correct page dimensions and

stored in the \\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\ RESOURCE\FORM, COVER, GRAPH directory.  Appendices can also be created in

this way but the files created will need to be copied to the APPEND directory.

Coverpages

Creating a coverpage is essentially a two-part process.  First you create the graphic underlay using a DTP package or

the method above.  Once you have done this you create a DOS ASCII text file with the extension .CVP.  This file then

calls the appropriate graphic and uses the GET command to overlay any coverpage variables such as username, fax

number, telephone number and so on.
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Below is a list of some coverpage variables and details of where that information is taken from:

CONFIGURATION, USERS, USER DATA
USR_NAME
USR_TITLE
USR_FAX
USR_PHONE
USR_EXTENTION1
USR_EXTENTION2
USR_EXTENTION3
USR_EXTENTION4
USR_EXTENTION5

CONFIGURATION, COMPANY PROFILE
SYS_COMPANY
SYS_STREET
SYS_ZIPCITY
SYS_COUNTRY
SYS_SUPERVISOR
SYS_PHONE
SYS_FAX

GENERAL SYSTEM DATA
SYS_SERIALNUMBER
SYS_DATE
SYS_TIME
JOB_NUMBER
JOB_REFERENCE
JOB_PAGES
JOB_USER
JOB_SENDERNAME
JOB_ADDRESSEE
JOB_USERID
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Cover Page Editor

In order to simply the creation of the CVP file, FaxWare 5 has a built in coverpage designer in the David
Editor.

Open the PCX outline with the David Editor, place your cursor, and insert a variable. When finished, click on
the “Create Coverpage” button. FaxWare will then separate the @@ commands from the PCX file, and create
the CVP file for you.

FaxBox

The FaxBox archive is designed to be both a Fax-On-Demand, and/or a Fax-Back archive.

It is very easy to store a series of documents in FaxWare’s FaxBox. Regularly referenced documents such as terms and

conditions of trading, special offers, price lists, company profiles etc. can be simply attached at point of sending or

called directly via the FBA command.  By using this command you could instruct FaxWare to attach a copy of

your terms whenever a Sales Order Confirmation or Quotation was produced.

Within the FaxWare frontend the individual FaxBox documents can be given meaningful descriptions, not single file

names, so that users can quickly choose the relevant document.
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If you have a Dboard2 (Tobit’s ISDN adapter), then FaxBox could be accessed via the Telephone, and documents could

be requested by touch- tone prompts.

Creating and Using FaxBox Documents

Create a document with any application.

Add the following @@ command anywhere in your document: @@FBC 1000, Price List

This will create FaxBox document # 1000 and call it “Price List”.  Print to the FaxWare print driver.

FaxBox documents can be sent directly from the David Client (highlight the FaxBox document click on “Resend

m,Message”, or attached to a larger job (When printing to the FaxWare driver, click on “Additions” and “Attach

FaxBox Document”.

FORMS

FaxWare forms are used in the same way as pre-printed stationery.  A form acts as a background or underlay to text

output from any DOS or Windows application.

Create your background as detailed previously making sure that the final image is stored in the

\\DAVID\APPS\FAXWARE\RESOURCE\FORM directory.

Within FAXWARE 5 you associate individual forms with virtual printer Trays.  These are administered by the Form

Manager and collected into groups such as Sales.  For this example we will use the Sales setup.
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From the Service Layer, select >Configuration, >Form Manager, >Sales and then by pressing enter on each Tray you

can associate a form with that Tray. Trays are selected with the FORM command and FORM 0 corresponds to

TRAY 0.

TIP: When editing forms edit in a double-buffered mode between, say LOGO1.BMP and LOGO2.BMP as this avoids

editing a form which is currently in use by FaxWare.

Once you have finished editing the Sales Form Layout, ie. assigned the graphic files to trays, you need to associate the

Form Layout to the API Service.  FaxWare uses 3 services to process jobs: API, Queue and FileScan.

API Services is used by Windows applications so it is this service that we must edit.  From the Service Layer, go to

>Configuration, >Services, >API Services, >Form Layout and select the Sales layout.  See the above examples.  Now

any Windows documents that use the FORM command will relate to the trays in the Sales layout.

FaxMerging and FaxBroadcasting

Fax Merging and Broadcasting allow you dispatch large amounts of faxes. The differences between the two processes

is that with broadcasting you send one fax image to multiple destinations and with fax merging you create multiple

fax images for multiple destinations.  In effect broadcasting is a one-to-many approach and merging is a many-to-many

approach.

Broadcasting is very efficient.  As only one image file is created it impacts very slightly on server performance. Even

when the largest number of people are being contacted.  This method uses very little hard disk space.

The nature of fax merging, ie. personalizing faxes, means that a new image has to be created for every recipient.  This

obviously has an impact on server performance, as the conversion task is much greater.  Depending on the number of

faxes being sent the requirements for disk space to store these jobs is much greater.
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However, once the fax has been sent the @@AUTODEL command can be used to remove the fax file, keeping the

image directories as lean as possible.

IMPORTANT:  Do not use the @@AUTODEL command with a broadcast.  Only the first fax will be transmitted

properly, the other number will be contacted but the image file will have been deleted so FaxWare will be unable to

send them anything.

Broadcasting

The information required for FaxWare to send a broadcast can come from several different sources.  First of all you

could print your document to FaxWare, bring up the contents of a phonebook, select the necessary contacts and

press OK.  The entry <List> will appear in the Number box.

The most common way is to have the numbers and names in a DOS ASCII text file similar to a phonebooks import file.

The file contents take the format of:

NUMBER  ;  NAME

NUMBER  ;  NAME etc.

The raw data can be exported from any application and the by using the NUMPREP utility, you can quickly de-

duplicate, sort and organise the list.

The NUMPREP utility is in the \DAVID\UTIL\DOS directory and takes the format of:

NUMPREP <SOURCE FILE> <.BCA FILE>

The resulting .BCA file is stored in the \DAIVD\APPS\FAXWARE\RESOURCE\DATA directory and can be activated from

within the broadcast option within Simple Fax.
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Following the first broadcast, the file BCA.NOK is created in the same directory and details the results of each fax job.

The file takes the format:

FAXNUMBER; NAME;  RESULT

Where result is given as plain text eg. Dispatched.

FaxMerge

This is a Windows process only.  It is essentially a mail merge to a fax machine.  The most important command here is

the @@FAXMERGE command.  This command is placed at the top of the master document and tells the service layer

to treat the job as series of separate faxes and not one big long one.

Following the @@FAXMERGE command you can then have the NUMBER command and associate it with the variable

field from your data document.  In the same way you can associate the REFERENCE command with the company name

field so as to make your logs a meaningful as possible. To perform the merge, simply direct the mailmerge to FaxWare

and as soon as the documents have been printed, your PC is free to continue working.

CONTACT INFO
Tobit Customer Service

Need more user or line licenses?  Looking for
compatible hardware and software add-ons?
Searching for the nearest reseller? Questions on
how to integrate Tobit products with your
applications?

Tobit Software
930 Wellington, Suite 500
Montreal, QC H3C 1T8
Canada

Phone:  800.468.6248 / 514.392.9220
Fax:       514.392.9120
E-mail:   hello@tobitsoftware.com
Web:     www.tobitsoftware.com

Tobit Technical Support

Tobit Technical Support is free to all registered users.
Ask us about our installation assistance program.

Phone:  514.392.1303
Fax:      514.392.9120
E-mail:  support@tobitsoftware.com
Web:    www.tobitsoftware.com
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